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Here are some questions that may stimulate some thinking about
connections between our work and Brent’s paper. The yes/no
questions are meant to be answered constructively.

(1) Do patches form a monoid?

(2) Do commits form a monoid?

(3) Do filesystem trees form a monoid?

(4) Automatically extending a semigroup to a monoid is a neat
trick. I especially like how it recovers ±∞ from min and
max. Do we have any non-monoid semigroups lurking in the
framework? If so, how might we interpret the distinguished
identity element?

(5) Can the combination of diff and patch somehow be
torqued around to have a regular mathematical structure
possibly resembling a monoid?

(6) What operations on our model are binary operations that
take two arguments of some type τ and return a result also
of type τ? What operations can be extended to have such a
type?

(7) The monoid homomorphisms in the paper are an example
of the more general idea of a structure-preserving map. Can
you think of any examples of structure-preserving maps
that are relevant to our common model? (Nor people, I’m
looking at you.)

(8) A monoid action appears to be a mapping from a monoid
to a function, and it satisfies the two laws in Variation V.
What makes it a monoid homomorphism? And what is an
endofunction, anyway?

(9) Suppose H is a monoid homomorphism whose range is a
monoid of functions. Is H a monoid action?

(10) Suppose we have function

apply :: Patch -> File -> Maybe File

Then what kind of mathematical structure describes the
function \p -> apply p . Just?

(11) Consider system dual-git, which has commits and history
like git, but where git stores filesystem trees, dual-git
stores patches. A naive implementation would be very slow
to reconstruct a filesystem tree. How would you use the
technology in this paper to get a tree quickly?
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